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THE INTERNATIONAL KITCHEN SHOW

18.–24.01.2021

imm cologne

LivingKitchen

imm cologne is the world‘s most
important event for furniture and
interiors at the beginning of the year.
The entire interior design sector
comes togehter at this event in order
to exhibit new products from all over
the world, to find out what the
crucial trends of the future will be
and to get business going for the new
season. The trade fair is an absolute
must for top-level decision makers
from all global markets and every
segment of the interior design sector.

Every two years, LivingKitchen
thrills and inspires visitors with the
latest ideas and trends alongside
exciting solutions from kitchen
environments.
When the new Hall 1plus opens in
January 2021, it will be a new
milestone for Koelnmesse as well
as for imm cologne and
LivingKitchen.

CONNECT
THE FUTURE OF
INTERIORS IN THE
NEW HALL 1PLUS
The new theme world, Connect, will
present – vividly and across sectors –
how we will live in the future and
how digital technologies will
transform our life and make it easier.

HOW WILL WE LIVE IN THE FUTURE?
In 2020 the Connected Home event at
imm cologne set new standards for
the vivid and realistic presentation of
smart home applications. The theme
world Connect will, for the first time,
show in the new Hall 1plus how we
will live in the future and it will do so
across sectors. Connect will open up
new perspectives for LivingKitchen
and imm cologne, and link the world
of the furnishing show with new,
digital offers and target groups.

Themes such as energy
management, mobility, logistics and
telecommunications are connected
via digitalization with our homes
and the way we design them.
At the same time, Connect will
provide new sectors with access to
the trade, to architecture and to
project business, all of which will
have a big impact on the way we
live in the future.
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Asia 14 %
Rest of EU 10 %
Rest of World 12 %
Germany 33 %
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STRUCTURE OF VISITORS
26 % Furniture trade
12 % Interior fittings
9 % Interior Designers / Interior Architects
7 % Architects
7 % Deisgner / Products Designer
5 % Interior Decorators
4 % Online / mail order business
3 % Object Setter

*Trade visitor survey imm cologne 2020 (selection, multiple choice)

PRESS & SOCIAL MEDIA DATA
• 2,000 journalists from 42 countries, around 30% came from abroad
• 6,650 articles in German print media. There were 6,650 press articles about
LivingKitchen 2019 in Germany alone. Added to this were 450 articles in
international print media.
• 150 TV reports: Throughout the world, 150 TV reports were broadcast about
LivingKitchen and imm cologne – e.g. in Austria, Italy, Spain, the UK, Belgium and
Argentina.
• 70,000 contacts in the kitchen sector. The LivingKitchen newsletter
reaches more than 70,000 addresses worldwide
• Strong social media channels: imm cologne and LivingKitchen have more than
250,000 followers on Facebook and Instagram.
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Connect - Hall 1plus

smart village

Connect Hub

supermarket

Connected Kitchen

CONNECTED KITCHEN

THEME WORLDS
CONNECT HUB
• A visionary, cross-sector festival of
ideas for the living environments of
the future
• An event platform for matchmaking
and cross-innovation
• Brings together visitors, exhibitors,
products, services and futureoriented topics in interactive
workshops and panels
• An inspiring catalyst for exploiting
new business potential and product
innovations

• A theme world for innovative
appliance technology and smart
applications for networking kitchens

SMART VILLAGE
• Integrates products and services from
a variety of manufacturers and
service providers from different
sectors in holistic and realistic
scenarios and use cases
• Focus on the special show:
Communication of the Internet of
Things, the smart home and
associated business models to
relevant influencers from the
furnishing sector, who are still
critical in many cases

Smart Village
Partner 2015-2020

PARTICIPATION FORMATS
Exhibition area:
until 30 June 2020:
from 1 July 2020:

205 €/sqm
215 €/sqm

Finished presentation rooms Pure Platforms:
until 31 July 2020:

10,350 € per room module à 20,25 sqm
19,900 € per room module à 40,50 sqm
30,200 € per room module à 60,75 sqm

from 1 August 2020:

11,900 € per room module à 20,25 sqm
23,100 € per room module à 40,50 sqm
34,500 € per room module à 60,75 sqm

PARTICIPATION FORMATS
Cooperation partners smart village:
until 30 September 2020:
16,000 €
from 30 September 2020:
19,800 €
(20% Discount for exhibitors from the previous year)

Connect Hub:
one workshop
two workshops
Themes Day

5,000 €
8,500 €
12,000 €

(incl. three workshops)
Stage Sponsor
incl. one Themes Day

45,000 €

Note: When participating in the special show smart village and connect hub, companies from the
furniture/kitchen industry must book a stand space

connected Home

HOW CONNECT BENEFITS YOU
• A trade fair, a conference, a
networking event and an
interactive innovation workshop all
in one hall

• Around 150,000 international
visitors in total. They will attend on
four days for trade visitors and
three for end-consumers

• Traditional exhibition concepts are
transformed into a joint contentdriven world of experience across
sectors

• Optimal addressing of target groups
consisting of architects, interior
designers, designers, product
developers and business developers

• It showcases the digital future of
furnishing, furniture and kitchen
market by integrating relevant
cross-markets such as energy,
mobility, telecommunications,
healthcare and logistics

• Maximized media attention,
especially through the social media
channels of imm cologne and
LivingKitchen

MORE INFORMATION
Download:
Connect Hub presentation
Smart Village presentation

Welcome to cologne!
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Tel. +49 221 821-3216
b.sanden@koelnmesse.de

Julia Degner
Sales Manager
Tel. +49 221 821-2290
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Christof Flötotto
Creative Director Connect
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